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Possible Change

11

Students are encouraged not to wear
suggestive, provocative, or excessively
tight clothing.
If your clothing causes a distraction to
the orderly school process…
Items cannot be worn that are
suggestive, provocative, or excessively
tight. Nor can items cause a disruption
to the orderly school process…
Suggestion provided by Charles County
Association of Student Councils (CCASC)
is preferable to current policy
Throughout daily movement and
activities, leggings, must be opaque, or
only opaque leggings are permitted.
Have a graduated dress code policy—by
school level.
Females targeted by code
disproportionate to male.
Leggings permitted—must be opaque.

12
11-12

12 on
CCASC
10 on
CCASC

Uniforms? No Uniforms? Weigh the
costs vs. benefits
Backless shirts—no

Headwear—all or none. No wiggle room
with exception of religious headwear.
Fingertips vs. fists for skirts and shorts—
should be a more general standard of
measurement.

12

Develop three dress codes, different by
elementary, middle, and high.
# 15(18) Should stay for all levels
#1,2—2 for fist 3 against
Boys—say the same for 1, 2 to make the
same for both genders
#3—cover chest area but keep
requirement for two-finger strap on
shoulders—without cleavage showing
and no undergarments showing.

Reason

Removes subjectivity

Hoods—ears should not be covered

This seems to be a societal issue…female vs
male fashion being targeted.
So that undergarments may not be visible
regardless of body type.
Individuality is a means of expressing
oneself, but it drives us further apart
because of what may be “too” individual.
Too much wiggle room in “it’s allowed
because see I’m not wearing
undergarments.”
Easiest way to deal with such a prominent
issue.
Different body types/builds/heights make it
increasingly difficult for students to adhere
to dress code the same way their friend
might. Another person—may appear short
(but is isn’t) because of simply how their
body is.
Not everything is appropriate at every
level.
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12 (#2)

12 (#3)
12 (#5)
#9
#10

12

22

20

Whole
document

Whole
document

#5 Revised—OK but adding no midriff
showing front or back.
#6,7,8—All Good
Revised # 9—Middle-ripped below the
knee only.
Combined with leggings—no holes
below the short line.
#10 Revised-Elementary, Middle—
Leggings must be covered to mid-thigh.
(no holes).
No holes/designs
Shorts—First knuckle of fist is even
w/hem/seam of shorts.
Skirt—Keep the same as is.
Shirts cannot start more than two inches
below collar bone.
Keep as is. No Change
No rips above middle of thigh.
Leggings are allowed (not see through).
Tights or see-through leggings are not
permitted.
Headwear—List what is permitted—
Hats, scarf.
List what is not—hoods or bandanas.
Uniforms (4) days a week, Fridays, Halfdays, Events—non-uniforms days
Addition to matrix to include more
specific violation.
Add clarification on allowing support
from students on issues such as Black
lives matter & LGBTQ.
Parent responsibility added
We like the gender neutrality of the
student-proposed dress code.
Consider removal of jewelry, unless we
are missing something, we do not see a
threat.
Only addition would be to add a clause
that mentions sleeve coverage.
Use Portland Public Schools dress code
as a guide (posted under documents)

High School leggings fine-no holes as
previously stated.

*Need to define rips/holes in this area also.

Specify length/eliminate cleavage.

*Ripped jeans are permitted as long as
knuckles don’t exceed mid-thigh.
When stretched—you can see skin on
students at times.

Eliminates potential conflicts of the overall
dress code.
Too vague, should include more specific
details from pages 13 & 14. Would help
Admin with consequences.

Help hold parents more responsible *

